1983

The first p53 workshop

The Marie Curie Memorial Foundation
Research Institute
The Chart
Oxted, Surrey

The cloning “saga”
1987

The second p53 meeting

Centre d'Information Scientifique
De L'A.R.C.
Villejuif
Paris

The p53 genome era
1988

The third p53 workshop

The Marie Curie Memorial Foundation
Research Institute
The Chart
Oxted, Surrey

Still an ugly duckling!!
We are still very confused!
1990

The fourth p53 workshop

The Marie Curie Memorial Foundation
Research Institute
The Chart
Oxted, Surrey

Turning into a beautiful Swan!!
Am I tumor Suppressor gene???
The fifth p53 workshop
Princeton University
PRINCETON
USA

A beautiful Swan Indeed!
A bona-fida tumor suppressor!!

*in vivo significance:
in mouse and man!
What about K/O mice?
*Transcription factor
*Apoptosis!!
The Sixth p53 workshop

The Weizmann Institute
Rehovot, Israel

The Sea of Galille, Israel

Functional Domains!
Finally it makes sense!!

A new partner: mdm2
The love loop!
To be or not to be

p53 workshop
1-5 November 1992, Tiberias, Israel
1994

The seventh p53 workshop

Toronto, Canada
Muskoka

Just more good news:

*p53-DNA Crystals appeared!!
*K/O mice-grow tumors!!
*Germ line p53 mutations!!
The eight p53 workshop
Dundee
Scotland

P53-based therapy?

More about the p53-mdm2 Relationship!!

8th International
p53 Workshop

Dundee, Scotland
5th-9th July, 1996
1998

The ninth p53 workshop
Elunda Beach
Crete
Greece

A wonderful meeting almost every one agrees with everyone!

Are we ready for the clinical trials?

9th p53 Workshop

Elounda Beach
Crete
Greece

May 9–13, 1998
The tenth p53 workshop
Monteray
USA

10th International p53 Workshop

Major Sponsorship provided by:

NIEHS
Millenium Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
Schering Plough Research Institute
Genentech
Canji
Bristol-Myers Squibb
Dupont
UCSF Comprehensive Cancer Center
UCSF Program in Cell Cycle Disregulation
Molecular Engines Laboratories, Paris
University of Dundee
A great meeting organized by Carlos Cordon-Cardo and Carol Privas
New York
USA
A great meeting organized by Antony Braithwaite

Dunedin, New Zealand